1033 LESO Rifles and Peacekeeper Armored Vehicle Available for Transfer

There is a variety of M-14 rifles, M-16 rifles, and an armored vehicle available for transfer in Colorado.

Overall, the rifles are in usable condition and available at various locations around the state.

There is a Peacekeeper armored vehicle that is old but operational available for transfer.

Contact our office to start the transfer process if you are interested in any of these items.

1033 LESO Annual Inventory Certification Complete On Time

Congratulations and thank you to you all for your assistance and participation with completing the annual inventory certification process by the deadline!

Between October 1 and December 15, 157 Colorado agencies certified for the nearly 18,000 individual items that are being tracked through the 1033 LESO Program.

Your professionalism and timeliness help keep the program accountable, which enables everyone to benefit from accessing this equipment.

Pat yourselves on the back for a job well done!

1033 LESO General Training Wednesday, January 31, 2018

Join us for a general 1033 LESO Program training.

Topics will include:
- Search tips from active participants
- General program rules
- How to set up accounts

Bring your laptop for help setting up accounts and to try searching for equipment. Bring your questions for answers.

Data: January 31, 2018
Time: 8:00 a.m.-12:00 p.m.
Location: Frederick Firestone Fire Protection District Admin Offices
8426 Kosmerl Place
Frederick, CO 80504
(~2 miles N of I-25 & Hwy 52, on the west frontage road)

Register: https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/5W5M2T3
1033 LESO Missing Rifles
During the last 3 months of 2017, agencies across the country lost 4 M-16 rifles from the 1033 LESO Program. **Colorado accounted for 2 of those missing rifles, or 50%.** While we strive to be leaders, we do not want to lead the country with missing equipment. No one wants to read a news story about a crime committed with an automatic weapon that was taken from their agency. Likewise, no one wants to face federal criminal charges if the federal investigators suspect wrongdoing with a loss. **Read on for tips to help prevent weapons loss and theft.**

Tips to Prevent Firearms Loss and Theft (Useful for Other Equipment, Too!)
The majority of lost/missing/stolen firearms from the 1033 LESO Program go missing from vehicles and residences. Knowing that, your agency can take several proactive measures to prevent loss and theft.

- Use a **chain of custody** that includes a serial number, signature, and date for all issued equipment.
- Store all firearms behind at least two locks.
  - For example: in a locked safe in the locked armory, or in a locked gun rack in a locked patrol vehicle.
- If there is no gun rack or safe in the armory or vehicle, use a cable or chain for an additional layer of protection.
- Limit access to firearms and equipment storage areas.
- If officers take firearms home with them at the end of shift, store the firearms inside.
  - For example: in a locked patrol vehicle that is inside of a garage, or in a gun safe inside the house.
- Have officers turn in their firearms to the office or armory prior to extended absences like personal leave or training.
- Conduct regular physical inspections.
- Do not loan, trade, transfer, or sell 1033 LESO firearms.

**How does your agency secure firearms and other equipment? Send us your good ideas to share with others.** Contact our office with your questions about equipment security.
Order New Vehicles with the 1122 Program

When the new year brings your new budget, think about ordering new vehicles through the 1122 Federal Purchasing Program.

Through the 1122 Program, local government entities engaged in drug prevention, homeland security, and emergency response can purchase new vehicles using the prices and terms negotiated by the federal government.

Head to GSA AutoChoice to build out and price a vehicle. If you need to set up a new account, use these codes:
Agency Code 21
Bureau Code 44

Contact our office when you are ready to place an order.

Remember also to check out the deals available through the State Price Agreements. Every unit of local government is eligible to purchase new vehicles using the prices and terms negotiated by the state of Colorado.

Depending on the vehicle and specifications, sometimes 1122 is a better deal, while other times the State Price Agreements are better.

Good News Story—Durango Police Department Robot

The Durango Police Department acquired a PackBot from the 1033 LESO Program this year. They said, “we had an opportunity to use our robot in a training scenario. We did a hostage rescue training mission and used the robot to deliver a throw phone so that our negotiators could speak with the ‘suspect.’ Here’s a photo of the robot with the phone in its gripper.”

What good news story can you share?

How is equipment from the 1033 Program creating a positive impact in your community?

Send your stories and pictures to our office to inspire colleagues in other agencies.

Fun and Games New Year Trivia

What are the most common New Year’s Resolutions this year?

See the answer on page 4.
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Happy New Year

Wishing you all a safe and happy New Year.

Reach out to our office with any questions about how we can help your agency achieve your mission, in the new year and beyond.

Fun and Games New Year Trivia Answer

Answer: Of the 68% of Americans who report that they will make a resolution for the new year, here are the most common resolutions (respondents could select more than one):

- Eat better—37%
- Exercise more—37%
- Spend less money—37%
- Self-care (e.g. getting more sleep)—24%
- Read more books—18%
- Learn a new skill—15%
- Get a new job—14%
- Make new friends—13%
- New hobby—13%
- Focus more on appearance—12%
- Focus on relationship—12%
- Cut down on cigarettes/alcohol—9%
- Go on more dates—7%
- Focus less on appearance—3%

Source: YouGov survey